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Eﬃcient room-temperature production of highquality graphene by introducing removable oxygen
functional groups to the precursor†
Hongwu Chen,a Wencheng Du,a Jing Liu,a Liangti Quab and Chun Li

*a

The excellent solution-processability of graphene oxide (GO) has provided a collection of strategies for the
construction of functional graphene assemblies. To improve the performance of graphene-based materials,
structurally intact GO should be prepared as a precursor for high-quality graphene; however, solution
chemical methods have been constantly challenged by a structural integrity versus fabrication yield
trade-oﬀ. Here, we report a wet chemical method for the high-eﬃciency production of a high-quality
graphene oxide precursor, with all steps conducted at room-temperature. The functionalization of
graphite was performed under temperature and water content control in a concentrated sulfuric acid–
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potassium permanganate system, and the resulting GO showed a monolayer yield of over 120%. We
show that the increased production yield comes from the high functionalization degree and, more
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interestingly, the functional groups on GO were proven to be removable upon reduction with hydroiodic
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acid, which produced high-quality graphene-based materials.

Introduction
Explorations into the physical properties of monolayer pristine
graphene1–3 have revealed the enormous potential of the material: it has an ultra-high tensile strength (125 GPa) and
Young's modulus (1 TPa),2 excellent thermal conductivity (up
to 5300 W m1 K1)3 and special performance relating to many
other properties.4–6 However, the utility of pristine graphene is
limited by its poor solution-processability,7 which hinders the
preparation of functional graphene-based assemblies. Therefore, an approach that introduces high-concentration dispersible graphene oxide (GO) as a precursor for graphene was
established during the past decade,8–10 providing an alternative
choice for applied graphene science. Following this strategy,
resulting functional graphene-based materials in the form of
bers,11 bulk lm12 and hydrogels13,14 have displayed profuse
applications in structural materials,15,16 supercapacitors and
batteries,17 nano-ltration membranes,18 etc. To improve
the conductivities and mechanical properties of graphenebased assemblies, which is of high importance for most applications, the synthesis of GO with less structural defects has
proven to be crucial for solution-based methods.19,20
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Generally, there are two routes for the solution chemical
synthesis of GO: electrochemical oxidation and chemical
oxidation. Though believed to be eco-friendly, the challenge
posed by the electrochemical approach is the low yield of single
layer GO with a considerable functionalization degree.21–23
Another way is the solution chemical synthesis of GO based on
the Charpy–Hummers oxidation method.24,25 Having been
developed and studied for over a century, the acid–oxidant
solution is still proven to be the most eﬃcient system for the
intercalation and oxidation of graphite. The very rst protocol
proposed by Hummers and Oﬀeman25 involved a rst oxidation
step at 35  C and a water-enhanced process, with the temperature ramping up to the boiling point of water. The nal product,
with a bright yellow appearance, was found to be highly
dispersible in water, with a defect-rich nanostructure.26
However, over-oxidation in the second step of functionalization27,28 results in the formation of unrepairable structural
defects that severely deteriorate the material performance of the
reduced GO (rGO). Modications to the traditional recipe have
been reported continuously.29–32 For instance, Xu et al. reduced
the amount of KMnO4 used for oxidation and obtained structurally intact GO, but only in 20% monolayer yield;30 Eigler et al.
obtained rGO with remarkable Hall mobility by preforming the
overall reaction process at a temperature < 10  C, however, the
yield was also not satisfactory (43%).31 Until now, the trade-oﬀ
between structural integrity and yield still remains a challenge
in the chemical oxidation method.8
In this work, we present a reaction recipe that could remove
this trade-oﬀ, namely, achieving both high-yield for GO (>120%)
and intact structures of the resulting monolayer rGO with
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a Raman ID/IG ratio approaching 2.4. We found that with
a combination of a room-temperature oxidation procedure and
a functionalization eﬀect of 4 wt% water existing in
commercial concentrated H2SO4, the GO basal plane was
covered with removable functional groups (mainly hydroxyl and
epoxy groups), which could enhance the exfoliation yield and
dispersibility, and give graphene material with fewer defects
aer HI reduction, generating graphene lm with conductivity
up to 780 S cm1. GO samples synthesized with this recipe also
showed similar processability (for the fabrication of lms, bers
and ultra-light aerogels) as samples produced via the classic
Charpy–Hummers method. Furthermore, the presented
approach is quite energy-saving, and could meet the requirements for the scalable production of graphene in industry.

Results and discussion
In the classic Charpy–Hummers method, graphite was subjected to two-step oxidation—aer the addition of KMnO4 and
during the addition of water.27 In this study, we propose an
optimized recipe by skipping the second step, characterized by
oxidation and defect formation; instead, water in commercial
concentrated H2SO4 (4 wt%) was shown to be suﬃcient for the
bulk functionalization of the graphene basal plane, with all the
steps performed at 20  C. GO prepared via the optimized
procedure is denoted as GO-20 and, for comparison, GO
samples were also synthesized via the classic Charpy–Hummers
method (CGO) without the addition of NaNO3 (ref. 25 and 33)
and the low temperature method (GO-5) rst specied by Eigler
et al.31 (Experimental section). In the method reported by Eigler
et al., both steps were transferred from high temperature
(>35  C) to nearly 5  C.31
The graphite powder samples (325 mesh and 200 mesh) used
for the preparation of GO were characterized via scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) methods
(Fig. S1†). The results showed the diﬀerent ake sizes for 325
mesh (40 mm) and 200 mesh (65 mm) graphite and the
similar crystallinities for both samples. In this study, detailed
characterization was carried out for GO fabricated from 325
mesh graphite for a clarication of the mechanism, and we also
show that the method developed herein could be employed for
the synthesis of large graphene sheets from 200 mesh graphite
(ESI†).
Dimension characterization of GO sheets
SEM images of GO sheets assembled on a SiO2/Si substrate and
the statistical results for ake area (A) versus perimeter (P) obtained from over 500 individual GO akes are displayed in
Fig. 1a, b, S2 and S3.† The average lateral size (L), calculated
from the square root of the mean ake area (L ¼ A1/2), shows
similar distribution behavior for all GO samples, from 4.0 mm
for CGO to 2.8 mm for GO-20 to 3.1 mm for GO-5. The slightly
decreased size of the GO sheets was attributed to the mild
sonication step (10 min) that is frequently used for the exfoliation of graphite oxide,34 however, the size distribution is
comparable to results reported previously for 325 mesh GO
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samples.19,20 Apart from the lateral size, the shape distribution
of the GO akes could also be related to the sample treatment
process.35 The tting line using the formula P ¼ aA1/2 in Fig. 1b
(with a as the tting parameter) clearly indicated that the CGO
sheets possessed higher circularity (0.77  0.17) than the GO-20
(0.63  0.19) and GO-5 samples (0.66  0.19). This is probably
because boundary cutting during the high temperature oxidation process reshapes the GO sheets from irregular graphite
starting materials, as observed in the case of long-term sonication treatment.35
Atomic force spectroscopy (AFM) studies were carried out to
characterize the thickness of the GO sheets (Fig. 1c). The results
show that the thickness of the GO akes is mainly located in the
range of 0.9–1.1 nm, which is consistent with the typical
thickness of GO monolayers.36,37 We further calculate the
monolayer yields of the GO samples (Fig. 1d). The results show
that the yield of GO-20 is comparable to CGO (120% and 130%,
respectively), and displayed huge improvement (50%) over that
of GO-5. In the following discussion, we will show that the highyield production of GO-20 is a result of its specic chemical
structure.

Chemical structures of GO samples
All GO samples were puried via centrifugation to remove
graphite particles and un-exfoliated graphite oxide aggregates
(Experimental section). XRD patterns of the GO lms (fabricated via a vacuum ltration method) conrm the removal of
the graphite phase from the GO samples from the absent
graphite crystalline peak at 26–27 (Fig. S4†).20 A demonstration
of the excellent solution dispersibility of the GO-20 sample is
shown in Fig. 1e. In addition, with the solid content of the
aqueous dispersion concentrated at 2 wt%, we proved that the
high viscosity of the GO-20 dispersion could render it with the
ability to be 3D printed (Fig. S5†).
Element and functional group analyses were performed via
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) (Fig. 2a–d). From element analysis of XPS spectra, manganese species were present below the
detection limit (<0.1 at%, Fig. 2a), suggesting the purity of the
GO samples. Deconvolution of the C 1s peaks give the proportion of oxygen-containing groups (Fig. 2b and Table S1†);19 for
the CGO sample, the fraction of carboxyl groups (289.0 eV,
3.1%) is higher than in the GO-20 and GO-5 samples (1.3% and
1.4%, respectively). The C/O atomic ratio reects a higher
oxygen-functionalization degree for CGO and GO-20 (2.0 and
2.1), whereas GO-5 showed a lower oxygen content (C/O 2.4). FTIR spectroscopy provided more reliable qualitative results
relating to the percentages of functional groups because of its
non-destructive nature.38,39 In Fig. 2d, the absorbance peaks for
sp2 C]C (1580 cm1), C]O (1720 cm1) and C–O
(1040 cm1) bonds38 are extracted from the overall spectra
(Fig. S6†) and integrated for comparison. The results show that
the CGO and GO-20 samples have similar proportions of pristine graphitic areas, whereas GO-5 preserves relatively more
conjugated C]C bonds, indicating the higher functionalization
degrees of the GO-20 and CGO specimens. From other aspects,
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Fig. 1 Characterization of GO ﬂakes fabricated via various methods: (a) an SEM image of GO-20 ﬂakes on a SiO2/Si substrate; (b) a plot of
perimeter against ﬂake area of the GO sheets, the ﬁtting lines represent the shape distribution of the GO sheets; (c) an AFM image of a GO-20
sample deposited on a mica surface; (d) a comparison of the single layer yields of GO samples prepared via diﬀerent methods; and (e)
photographs of GO aqueous dispersions (1.0 mg mL1).

GO-20 and GO-5 show lower ratios of C]O/C–O functionalities
when compared with CGO, suggesting that hydroxyl and epoxy
groups (C–O) are predominant in the GO-20 specimen, diﬀerent
to CGO.
Characterization of the conjugated structures and thermal
stabilities (Fig. 2e and f) provide further evidence regarding the
functionalization features of the GO specimens. Ultravioletvisible spectroscopy (UV-vis) details the average sizes of the
conjugated areas of the GO samples from the position of the
maximum absorbance peak at 230 nm (corresponding to p–
p* excitation).40 From the UV-vis spectra of CGO and GO-20, the
p–p* absorbance peak located at 231 nm is in line with the
characteristics of a densely functionalized GO basal plane.20 In
contrast, the redshi of this peak to 234 nm in the GO-5 sample
suggests that a larger aromatic domain was preserved during
oxidation (Fig. 2e). Furthermore, thermal gravimetric analysis
(TGA) reveals that a CGO aerogel has a higher maximum
decomposition temperature (187  C) compared to GO-20 (153

C) and GO-5 (135  C) (Fig. 2f), indicating the stronger interlayer
interactions in CGO, as a result of higher fraction of COOH
groups.32,41
According to the widely-accepted Lerf–Klinowski structural
model of GO,42,43 major functional groups intruding on the
graphene skeleton include hydroxyl, epoxy, carbonyl and
carboxyl groups. Among these, carboxyl and carbonyl groups,
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which are formed via the intense oxidation cleavage of C–C
bonds, are usually accompanied by the formation of structural
defects.10 Generally, C–O related functional groups can be
removed upon chemical reduction (henceforth called removable functional groups), nally leading to a recovered graphitic
structure. Chemical characterization reveals that GO-20 has
a higher C/O ratio and lower fraction of un-oxidized C]C
skeleton when compared to the GO-5 sample, and a lower C]O
defect region compared to the CGO sample (Fig. 2g), which
indicates a higher proportion of removable functional group
coverage in GO-20 that both preserves the intact structure and
enhances the exfoliation rate, resulting in a high production
yield.

Structural characteristics of rGO samples
The chemical reduction of GO samples with HI acid is accompanied by the removal of a large proportion of functional groups
and the restoration of a conjugated structure.44,45 The characterization of rGO from the ratio of remaining functional groups
to structural defects gave more information on the quality of the
graphene materials and the chemical features of the GO
precursors (Fig. 3 and S7†).20
Raman spectroscopy was employed to probe the structural
defects on single layer rGO sheets reduced by HI/CH3COOH
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Characterization of the chemical structures of the GO samples: (a) XPS spectra of the GO samples; (b) C 1s spectra of various GO samples;
(c and d) FT-IR spectra of the GO samples and the ratios of functional groups derived from FT-IR data; (e) UV-vis absorbance spectra of dilute GO
aqueous dispersions; (f) TGA analysis (TG and DTG curves) of GO aerogels; and (g) the proposed structural features of all the GO samples. The
color key given in the inset of (a) applies to all parts of ﬁgure.

Fig. 2

vapor (Experimental section). Major Raman bands for a typical
rGO monolayer include the G band (1580 cm1, originating
from the E2g mode for pristine graphene), D band (1340 cm1,
corresponding to a TO phonon mode near the K point for
defective graphene) and 2D band (2680 cm1, an overtone of
the D band).46 Based on statistical results obtained from at least
40 rGO sheets (Fig. 3b and Table S2†), the more defective nature
of the reduced CGO sample could be deduced from the lower ID/
IG value (1.78  0.16), broader 2D band (FWHM ¼ 144 
26 cm1) and blueshiing of the G band (centered at 1591.2 
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2.6 cm1) compared with reduced GO-20 and GO-5 (Table S2†).
Furthermore, the average distance (LD) between structural
defects on rGO sheets follows a non-linear relationship with the
ID/IG value.47,48 Given that a graphene monolayer chemically
reduced from a GO precursor displays a positive correlation
between LD and ID/IG that follows formula (1) below,20

 p
8:61p
ID


(1)
¼ 6:08  e LD 2  e LD 2
IG
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the highly defective nature of reduced CGO samples is further
proved via FT-IR spectra (Fig. S7a†): the relative amount of C]O
functional groups in reduced CGO lms is conspicuously higher
than in reduced GO-20 and GO-5 lms. XPS analysis of rGO
specimens (Fig. S7b–d†) also revealed that reduced CGO lms
still preserve a higher oxygen functional group content (carboxyl
groups: 7.1%) than reduced GO-20 and GO-5 lms (4.5%).
Given the higher functionalization degree of GO-20 compared
to GO-5, the similar C/O ratios of the rGO samples show that the
majority of chemical groups on the GO-20 basal plane are
removable during HI reduction.

Raman characterization of rGO single layers: (a) Raman spectra
of single layer rGO sheets; and (b) the distribution of ID/IG and the
FWHM of the 2D band for diﬀerent rGO samples derived from at least
40 individual rGO sheets for each specimen.
Fig. 3

the LD value for reduced GO-20 akes was calculated to be
1.83 nm, which is close to that of reduced GO-5 (1.90 nm) and
apparently higher than reduced CGO (1.59 nm).
In the Lerf–Klinowski model, the ake or defect boundaries
are concentrated with carboxyl or carbonyl groups. Therefore,

Dominant factors in the high-yield fabrication of structurally
intact graphene
From detailed chemical and structural characterization of GO
and rGO samples, the high-yield production of graphene with
good structural integrity is attributed to the bulk functionalization of the GO basal plane with removable hydroxyl and epoxy
groups. As a benet of this strategy, the trade-oﬀ between
preparation yield and structural integrity is removed. However,
the dominant factors that result in the non-destructive oxidation of the graphene skeleton in this reaction system still need
to be claried.

Mechanism underlying the high-yield preparation of high-quality graphene samples: (a) the temperatures of the reaction systems
recorded during the chemical oxidation of graphite, showing the diﬀerences in temperature variation for the diﬀerent reaction recipes involved in
this study; (b) a comparison of the yield of GO and the appearance of graphite oxide after oxidation for samples with no water and a certain
amount of water (4.0 wt%) existing in H2SO4; (c) the diﬀerence between the chemical structures of GO samples revealed by FT-IR; (d) the
reaction mechanism that leads to the diﬀerent yields and oxidation degrees of the ﬁnal GO products.
Fig. 4
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A comparison of the applications of the GO samples, which require good structural integrity. (a) An overall comparison of GO synthesis
approaches in terms of electrical conductivity and the fabrication energy–yield index (the deﬁnition is speciﬁed in formula (2)); (b) a demonstration of the solution-processability of the GO-20 sample: ultralight aerogels, compact ﬁlms and ﬁbers could be facilely prepared using a GO20 aqueous dispersion; (c) the reduced GO ﬁlms were used as ﬂexible current collectors: EIS characterization is shown; and (d and e) the
mechanical properties of the GO ﬁlms: (d) strength and strain curves and (e) the statistical failure strength and toughness performances of the GO
ﬁlms are shown.
Fig. 5

Herein, the synergistic eﬀects of oxidation temperature and
water content in the reaction media are proven to be the critical
factor in the selective functionalization of GO with respect to
the kinds of chemical groups and structural defects. First, the
temperature variation during chemical oxidation was recorded
(Fig. 4a). The slow addition of KMnO4 at a speed of 3 min g1
was initiated as the system temperature cooled down to 20  C
during the synthesis of CGO as well as GO-20, and 5  C in the
case of GO-5. Note that the only diﬀerence between the fabrication of the GO-20 and GO-5 samples was the system temperature during the oxidation step, and the temperature rise during
the addition of the oxidant was shown to be negligible (DT < 3

C) (Fig. 4a), leading to the conclusion that the higher functionalization degree of GO-20 resulted from the elevated reaction temperature.
The addition of water (previously identied as the second
oxidation step in CGO synthesis)27,28 served as the important
factor in the formation of structural defects. In the preparation
of GO-20 and GO-5, this step was skipped by terminating the
reaction in excess water at room temperature (Experimental
section). However, the sharp temperature rise up to 89  C
during the hydrolysis process in CGO preparation coupled with
the vigorous oxidation eﬀects of MnO4 in H2SO4 media were

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019

the critical factors that brought about the higher oxidization
degree and structural defects.
Furthermore, the water in commercial concentrated H2SO4
(4.2  0.2 wt%, determined via an acid-base titration method)
also proved to be crucial in the bulk functionalization of GO-20.
Herein, excess P4O10 was employed as a strong desiccator for
the removal of water in sulfuric acid, resulting in the formation
of oleum:
P4O10 + 6H2SO4 / 4H3PO4 + 6SO3

The yield of GO prepared in H2SO4 dehydrated with P4O10
(denoted as GO–P4O10) was reduced to 60% compared to GO20 (Fig. 4b), despite the reaction conditions for both remaining
otherwise identical. The proportion of C]O functional groups
in GO–P4O10 was shown to be signicantly lower than in GO-20
from FT-IR characterization (Fig. 4c), and the higher ID/IG value
for reduced monolayer GO–P4O10 also revealed the intact
structure of the graphene skeleton (Fig. S8†). A comparison of
the diﬀerent reaction recipes involved in this study is summarized in Fig. 4d, in which the interplay between reaction
temperature and H2O in the reaction system results in the
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unique chemical structure of GO-20, which could be used in the
fabrication of high-quality graphene-based materials.

Applications of high-quality GO and rGO materials
We have proposed a reaction recipe that is suitable for the highyield and scalable production of high-quality graphene with
arbitrary size. However, from industrial considerations related
to the production of graphene, energy eﬃciency is one of the
major concerns.7 The energy–yield index (EI) formula, which
features considerations of both energy input and production
yield, is specied below (see ESI† for the calculation of individual items):

EðcoolingÞ þ EðhydrolysisÞ
1000  tðhÞ
EI ¼
(2)
h  1J
yield ð%Þ  1 h
in which E(cooling) represents the energy needed to cool down
the system to the desired temperature and E(hydrolysis) is the
heat generated by the hydration of concentrated H2SO4. h
represents the maximum cooling eﬃciency, regarding the
system as a reverse Carnot heat engine. t is the time for the
system to reach a specic yield. A comparison of various GO
synthesis methods19,37,49–51 in terms of the energy–eﬃciency
evaluated by EI (lower is better) and lm conductivities of the
rGO lms is displayed in Fig. 5a. The method specied in this
work (GO-20) marks a key step for the realization of both the
high eﬃciency and high quality production of graphene.
Besides, the GO-20 sample shows excellent solution processability, revealing the merits of chemically modied graphene
over pristine graphene—the ability to be processed into bers,
ultra-light aerogels (<1.5 mg cm3) and compact lms
(Fig. 5b).
For the application of graphene-based assemblies, structurally intact GO and rGO materials have shown large potential
in various application backgrounds that require excellent
performance in terms of electrical and mechanical properties.
The direct manifestation of high-quality graphene-based
samples could be demonstrated in the application of rGO
lm as a folding-resistant current collector and GO lm as
a structural material (Fig. 5c–e).37 The electrochemical
performances of electrochemical double layer capacitors
(EDLCs) that featured activated carbon (AC) as the electroactive material and rGO lm as the current collector were
characterized (Fig. 5c and S9†). The low internal resistance
(2.7 U cm2) between the reduced GO-20 lm and AC electrode
was assisted by the high conductivity (780 S cm1), which
leads to the high rate performance of the EDLC (ESI†). On the
other hand, GO-20 lm material also displays superior
mechanical properties compared to CGO and even GO-5 lm
(Fig. 5d and e): the ultimate strength (254  17 MPa), which is
comparable to GO-5 lm (238  19 MPa), could be attributed
to stronger interactions from hydroxyl/hydroxyl groups or the
conjugated area, which appear weaker in CGO lm.20 Intriguingly, the superior toughness of GO-20 lm (6.3  2.0 MJ m3)
over GO-5 and CGO lm (1.4 MJ m3) may come from stress
dissipating eﬀects mediated by hydrogen bonds between GO
sheets, which is more prevalent in GO-20 samples.
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Conclusions
The wet chemical synthesis of structurally intact graphene in
high yields has been continuously studied over the past decade.
We show that the most eﬃcient oxidation system, developed by
Hummers et al., could be modied to achieve our goal—i.e. to
remove the trade-oﬀ between structural integrity and production yield. Synergistic eﬀects from oxidation temperature and
water content in the reaction media are shown to result in the
bulk functionalization of the graphene basal plane with
removable oxygen-containing groups, which enhanced the yield
and simultaneously preserved the intact structure. Additionally,
the GO sample fabricated with the optimized recipe displayed
good dispersibility and solution-processability for the preparation of functional graphene-based assemblies with excellent
material performance. The methodology revealed in this study,
introducing removable functional groups to the precursor,
might make this a propitious starting point for the mass
production of high-quality graphene materials.

Experimental section
Raw materials
Graphite powder (325 mesh and 200 mesh) was purchased from
Qingdao Huatai Lubricant Sealing S&T Co. Ltd. (Qingdao,
China); sulfuric acid (95–98%) and potassium permanganate
were obtained from Beijing Chemical Reagent Co. (Beijing,
China). Hydroiodic acid (57%) was from Adamas Reagent.
Preparation of GO precursor
GO samples were prepared mainly via three diﬀerent procedures: a modied Charpy–Hummers' method (CGO),25,33
a room-temperature modied Hummers' method (GO-20) and
a low-temperature modied Hummers' method (GO-5). For the
synthesis of CGO and GO-20, graphite powder (1.0 g) was
dispersed in concentrated sulfuric acid (30 mL) in a 250 mL
ask, then the suspension was stirred vigorously at 20  C for
30 min. KMnO4 (3.0 g) was then added to the reaction system
over 10 min. For CGO preparation, the system was heated to
35  C and kept for 1 h, followed by the addition of 30 mL of H2O
over 10 min; whereas for the production of GO-20, the oxidation
process was performed at 20  C for 3 h. The preparation of GO-5
employed the same reaction system but with all procedures
conducted at 5 C—including the addition of KMnO4 (3.0 g) and
the oxidation process (without the addition of water, for 12 h).
All reactions were terminated by pouring the slurries into
500 mL of deionized water (20  C). The purication of the
graphite oxide samples and the exfoliation procedures are discussed in detail in the ESI.†
Reduction of the GO precursors
To obtain monolayer rGO sheets assembled on at SiO2/Si
surfaces (for Raman characterization), a GO dispersion (10 mg
mL1) was deposited on a SiO2/Si substrate, which was followed by chemical reduction with HI/CH3COOH vapor at 60  C
for 6 h. The reduction of the GO lms was performed in
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15 wt% HI acid aqueous solution at 20  C for 12 h and was
followed by repeated ethanol washing (24 h) to remove I2
adsorbed on the rGO lms.
Fabrication of graphene-based assemblies
Compact GO lms were prepared via ltration-induced
assembly (20 mL of 1.0 mg mL1 GO dispersion) on poly(tetrauoride ethylene) (PTFE) membranes (with an average
pore size of 0.22 mm). Once prepared, the lms were stored in
an allochroic silica gel-lled desiccator. GO bers were
fabricated via a wet spinning process, with the concentration
of GO stock being 10.0 mg mL1, and the coagulation bath
consisted of 5 wt% CaCl2 dissolved in a mixture of ethanol
and deionized water (v/v ¼ 1 : 3). An ultra-light GO aerogel
was prepared via the freeze-drying of a 1.0 mg mL1 GO
aqueous dispersion.

Characterization of GO and rGO samples
Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FEI Sirion 200,
USA) was used to collect the high-resolution SEM images of GO
on SiO2/Si substrates for size and shape characterization.
Atomic force microscopy (Shimadzu, SPM-9600) was employed
for the characterization of the thicknesses of GO sheets
(deposited on freshly-cleaved mica surfaces). X-ray photoelectron spectra were acquired using an X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (ESCALAB 250, Thermo Fisher Scientic, USA) with an
aluminum Ka X-ray source (incident energy 1486.6 eV) under
30.0 eV transmission energy. Attenuated total reectance
Fourier transform infrared spectra were collected using a UATR
2 infrared spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, USA). The ultravioletvisible spectroscopy characterization of GO aqueous suspensions was performed using a Lambda 35 spectrophotometer
(Perkin Elmer, USA) over the range of 200–700 nm with reference to deionized water. Thermal gravimetric analysis was
conducted on a Q50 analyzer (TA instruments, USA) from room
temperature to 800  C under an N2 atmosphere, and the heating
rate was set to 5 K min1. Raman characterization was carried
out on a LabRAM HR Evolution spectrometer (HORIBA Jobin
Yvon, France) using a 532 nm laser with a 2.5% lter and 30 s
acquisition time. Details about mechanical testing, conductivity
measurements and other characterization are available in the
ESI.†
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